
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

I, the Brandymark 

 

In the beginning there was the unfamiliar dark of distance and anonymity as the bee-swarm 

consciousness across the industrial firmament shunted away from the clean edge of the corner 

butcher and the eye-measured precision of the wagon maker down the street—as the age of the 

mass unknown producer/distributor swept like a cold impersonal draft through the shelf-shocked 

mass of the gelatin public, strangled in mid-purchase-decision by the sprawl of customer doubt: 

   Will I get value for my money? Will the promise deliver? Will my product satisfaction be 

boundless? How can I be sure the buttons will stay attached, that the seams will not fray and the 

brakes will arrest? How can I be sure that the meat will not send my guests to the toilets, that the 

toy will not blind my child, the shoe will not blister my feet and the policy will pay? 

   In the resonance of your self-defecating fears and doubts, I resurrected from the ancient gray 

oceans deep in human psyche where magic overflows into imagination with metaphor and 

symbol to put you mind at rest. I made myself a sanctuary in the blizzard of your insecutities, the 

incarnation of your need to believe beyond the unsavory need to know. I resurrected and 

immediately slipped into the vast interconnected web of supply and demand—the buyers and the 

sellers and the manufacturers. And the marketing managers. And the advertising managers. And 

the public relations managers. Especially these. O God yes—the marketers/advertisers/gurus. 

   Yes, it was I, who slipped into their sleep; I, who whispersang into their inner ears and made 

mush of their truths; I, who stripped through the layers of their minds and inhabited the seed of 

their works; I, who burned new sight into their eyes,  new words into their tongues. I, the 

Brandymark. 

   I illuminated their vision with a gift of prophecy (of sorts), with arches and swoops and 

acronyms of a new canon of security and comfort. I fired and stoked their dreams of bonus and 

advancement till their eyes glowed in their sleep, till they spoke in my tongue and then I set them 

loose to swarm across the industrialized/consumerized/mass-produced firmament with logos and 

slogans and jingles singing with us you’re number one, your satisfaction is our guarantee and 

quality is our middle name. Slick icing on the cardboard cake. 

   They swarmed through your radio waves and TV signals and newspaper ink and billboard and 

magazine layouts, the folds of your flyers, your subways and buses and posters and banners, the 

familiar faces of your celebrities and the smiling bright-toothed woman in the apron next door. 



 

 

   And I, the Brandymark, slipped into your slumber and whispersang into your soul like sap 

flowing from a cut in the maple tree of sugared truths. I shrouded your fears in a mist of 

primetime blitzkrieg, soft-spoke your doubts in clouds of small print and buried your common 

sense in the murk of my features and promises. Yes, it was I, the Brandymark, who gave you 

what you truly wanted, who allowed you to eat with confidence as your neighbor succumbed to 

botulism from the same packaging, to drive fearlessly in the face of recalls blaring from the radio 

and to ignore the button dangling from the seventy dollar shirt. 

   It was I, the Brandymark, who set you free from the abysmal conclusion that mass production 

killed quality. I set you free to eat cardboard and taste my cake and follow my messaging into the 

poisoned screeching night where belief is stronger than truth. 

   Because it costs more. 

   And I, the Brandymark, said it was true, so you, yes you, believe me. 
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